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Introduction  

AMEC appreciates the opportunity to be consulted on this Consultation Regulatory Impact Statement 

(CRIS) and appreciated being invited to participate by Minister de Brenni and the Department of 

Energy and Public works on this matter to articulate the real and potential operational problems that 

will arise for the mining and exploration industry. 

 

About AMEC 

The Association of Mining and Exploration Companies (AMEC) in the national peak industry body 

representing over 450 mining and mineral exploration companies across Australia. Our members are 

explorers, emerging miners, producers, and a wide range of businesses working in and for the 

industry. The AMEC Queensland membership base is dominated by companies looking for New 

Economy Minerals throughout Queensland and in the North West Minerals Province. Our members 

and stakeholders in Queensland explore, develop and produce minerals including Antimony, Bauxite, 

Coal, Cobalt, Copper, Gold, Graphite, Lead, Lithium, Mineral Sands, Molybdenum, Nickel, Rare 

Earths, Silver, Tungsten, Vanadium, and Zinc.  

 

State of the Industry 

The mining and mineral industry make a critical contribution to the Queensland economy. In the 4 

quarters to November 2021, the average people employed in Queensland Mining sector totalled 

77,799, with a year on year growth of 13.1%. The Exploration part of the industry is thriving within this 

data, making up 29.1% of the jobs1. The current royalty projections for 2022FY indicate that Mining 

companies collectively will pay over $5.1 billion in Coal and Other(Minerals)2. In the 4 quarters to 

September 2021, Queensland mining and mineral exploration companies invested over $425 million3 

(not including petroleum) to discover the mines of the future. 

Interrogation of the Queensland Governments mapping software “GeoResGlobe” indicates the 

substantial amount of mining tenure in the region. The table outlines the mining tenure in the NWMP 

 

1 Mining employment in Queensland 
2 Queensland royalties and land rents 
3 Mineral and Petroleum Exploration, Australia 

https://georesglobe.information.qld.gov.au/
https://public.tableau.com/profile/dnrme#!/vizhome/MiningemploymentinQueensland/ABSLFSdetail
https://public.tableau.com/profile/dnrme#!/vizhome/Queenslandroyaltiesandlandrents/QueenslandRoyaltiesandLandRents
https://www.abs.gov.au/statistics/industry/mining/mineral-and-petroleum-exploration-australia/latest-release
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geographic area as well as the tenure that is potentially impacted by CopperString 2.0 along the 

whole corridor. As of 24th February 2022, there were approximately: 

Table 1 Mining Tenure types and locations in the Mount Isa to Townsville corridor 

 NWMP only Mt Isa to Townsville 

Corridor 

East of Cloncurry 

Exploration Permits 

for Minerals Granted 

840 1035 467 

Exploration Permits 

for Minerals in 

Application 

155 193 119 

Mining Leases 

Granted 

413 602 302 

Mining Leases in 

Application 

16 23 14 

 

From the mining tenure data, it is clear there is existing demand and emerging demand if  

infrastructure (such as electricity) is less challenging to access.  

 

Executive Summary 

AMEC Members main feedback was they wanted easy access to electricity and reducing the price of 

electricity. Established producers would be able to expand projects if prices were lower. Emerging 

projects would achieve feasibility more easily if electricity infrastructure was built near their projects at 

no cost to them. 

If the Queensland Government is genuine about supporting the development of new economy 

minerals projects in the region something needs to be done to improve access and price through 

whatever means. 
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Addressing CRIS Questions 

In the Executive summary of the CRIS, the Queensland Government seeks stakeholder feedback on 

several questions. The following information addresses some of the elements of the questions and 

provides some background.  

State and Federal Governments enjoy significant benefits from all the stages of the resources 

industry. This has been made clear, particularly during COVID-19 where exploration and mining could 

continue to operate safely, effectively, and with low and manageable risks and away from major 

population areas. In order to at least maintain or improve resource project development speed and 

reduce costs, there are some easy levers Governments can pull to help, such as: 

1. Support Industry Initiatives 

2. Infrastructure Investment 

3. Policy and regulatory stability 

Figure 1 adapted from Austex’s “Typical share price movement as project status changes” represents 

the life stages of a junior mining or exploration company through different development phases. The 

Y-axis represents the company value throughout the various stages and the x-axis, timeline is 

dependent on factors like the deposit type and the jurisdiction the project is in, with the jurisdiction 

often impacting the approval timeframes for projects. Ideally, companies will try to spend the least 

amount of time in the low value sections of the chart. 

 

Figure 1 Typical share price movement as project status changes 
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Policy, grants and strategic infrastructure can assist resource projects when ‘traditional’ funding and 

valuations make project development difficult. 

The main areas where projects struggle, are at the “New-Project & early exploration, “Feasibility” and 

“Permitting and Project Financing” stages. State and Federal Governments are seeing the benefits of 

the exploration industry to the economy considering the recent announcements responding to COVID-

19 economic recovery. Most of the announcements have been to assist companies at the Pre-

discovery stage. But there are levers within Governments control that can improve the success rate 

for projects struggling through the “Feasibility” and “Permitting and Project Financing” stages. 

 

Infrastructure Investment 

Once a resource is found, the next most difficult stages are “Feasibility” and “Permitting and Project 

Financing”. It is in these stages that strategic infrastructure can help projects increase their value and 

source investment more quickly and more easily. There are areas in parts of Queensland where there 

are substantial hurdles for potential projects to overcome. These include: 

Transport and logistics - Many projects are significant distances from the coast (and therefore 

ports) and accessing high efficiency and low-cost logistics infrastructure is too prohibitive for 

small, and emerging projects on a ‘stand-alone’ basis. The Bowen Basin Coal Infrastructure was 

developed with State Government assistance, the emerging minerals regions need this type of 

vision, planning and support to see similar and significant ongoing benefits to the state. 

Electricity Costs - High energy costs and access to energy are key concerns for emerging 

minerals projects in regional areas like the North West Minerals Province, and with the region’s 

energy prices being amongst the highest in Queensland, projects like CopperString 2.0’s National 

Electricity Market Connection described in Option 2 and Option 3 of the CRIS will benefit both 

existing and emerging producers. The CopperString high voltage transmission line to the North 

West Minerals Province is the type of vision that is going to help projects in the “Feasibility” stage 

and help mining projects transition to a lower emission industry. Similar to the transport and 

logistics issue, access to common user electricity supply infrastructure is a major hurdle for 

converting resources into mining operations and financing these developments. 

Mineral Processing - For new areas and mineral types, a common user processing facility would 

likely struggle to get fully funded without Government assistance, but there is an opportunity 

invest in a potential ‘game changer’ for the new economy minerals. For many deposits, complex 

laboratory testing is required to ensure that an effective processing approach is available to 

extract the target ore. Currently individual companies spend millions of dollars and significant time 

on this. If analysis was funded by the Government then more projects would survive the 

“Feasibility Stage”, get through the process more quickly and be able to spend more time and 

money on more sustainable extraction options.  

The recent State Government announcement regarding the Common user processing facility is a 

significant step forward to helping more projects progress, and sooner. The next step where the State 

can make significant impact is with electricity supply and cost.  
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If the electricity in the NWMP was affordable, secure, reliable and sustainable it would make it much 

easier for the exploration projects in the region to achieve feasibility and existing projects would be 

able to easily approve expansion plans.  

 

Considering the Options 

The 3 options consider 3 demand scenarios over a 40-year period.  

1. Low demand – existing mining operations run to completion and demand in the NWMP 
declines over time. 

2. Flat demand – status quo levels of demand continue (i.e. 373 megawatts (MW)). 
3. High demand case – this is CuString’s target demand case and assumes an increase in 

mining activity as a consequence of a lower electricity price (i.e. NEM connected electricity 
demand 

With the increasing world economic demand for the minerals abundant in the NWMP, one of the main 

factors limiting development and growth in the region is the cost and access to electricity supply. Low 

and Flat demand scenarios are extremely unlikely. What is likely to happen is a High Demand 

scenario and the State Government has the privilege of being a significant facilitator in the enabling 

infrastructure that will deliver the New Economy Minerals needed for decarbonisation for Australia and 

the world. The demand scenarios should also look outside the nominated demand area from 

Cloncurry west.  There is significant potential mining development east of Cloncurry (see Table 1) 

which will also use CopperString – either directly or via Ergon and we understand this has not been 

considered for in any of the 3 demand scenarios. 

 

Option 1 – Business as usual 

If the Queensland Government is committed to provide an affordable, secure, reliable and sustainable 

supply of electricity to Queenslanders, then Option 1 is not delivering on any of these elements for 

industrial customers.  

When considering the introduction of renewables in the existing system, there are already solar 

developments proposed from the existing operator in the region. Additional renewables or hybrid 

solutions can also be considered by individual operations. This could solve some demand issues, but 

the lack of diversity of energy feedstock and suppliers does not fully address affordable, secure, 

reliable and sustainable supply. Option 1 also assumes that energy suppliers in the region will actually 

spend the capital required to meet the energy demands of a High Demand Case scenario. Based on 

historical commercial arrangements in the region, this type of development will need the new power 

infrastructure to be fully underwritten by the mining operation(s) and this potentially undermines the 

feasibility of the emerging mines. A heavy capital burden creates a significant hurdle to translating 

exploration into production, yet this is where the largest economic benefit for AMEC Members lies. 

The current set up with the NWPS demonstrates how an isolated power system cannot provide the 

flexibility of the NEM. But is this what customers in the region need? Some isolated projects in the 

region could benefit from shared electricity infrastructure at strategic locations, but the projects are at 
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different development phases. In an ideal world they could join forces and build it together. But this is 

where government funded common user infrastructure can make all the difference.  

Generating electricity close to where it is needed is preferred by renewable electricity suppliers due to 

transmission loss considerations. This option would be good for smaller scale renewable projects 

scattered throughout the region, but would not be able tap into larger scale renewable projects along 

the corridor.  

In Table 5 of the CRIS a risk should be added to the “NWMP electricity customers” Stakeholder 

section is “Greater renewable penetration does not eventuate”. 

Also in Table 5 for the “Queensland Government (taxpayers)” Stakeholder section – there are no risks 

identified. There are risks under this scenario: 

• Existing operators close due to electricity cost increases, access and reliability 
• Lack of electricity infrastructure disincentivises operators to expand 
• Opportunity of mineral development which was detailed in a recent KPMG Report4 which was 

conducted for the Queensland Government as part of the Queensland Resource Industry 
Development Plan may be missed. 

 

OPTION 1 FOCUS QUESTIONS 

• Does this option deliver affordable, secure, reliable, and sustainable electricity supply 
in an equitable, practical, and cost-effective manner? 

No, this option is limited to customers connected to the North West Power System (NWPS) 

and therefore in a limited geographic region or customers that can afford the capital for 

renewable solutions. The increases in gas price have and will continue to be passed onto the 

customer and there is no guarantee the renewable energy projects proposed will proceed.  

Customers under this scenario need to take control of their own energy supply. This is good 

for some stakeholders and difficult for others. Mining projects in remote areas in Western 

Australia are operating effectively in isolation using hybrid power supply solutions. But this is 

contingent on profitable long term mining projects.  

 

4 Collaborative Exploration Initiative Impact Study summary report (July 2021), KPMG 

This value includes: 

• royalties that the government collects on behalf of Queensland citizens; 
• payments of wages and salaries to Queensland workers directly and indirectly supported by 

mineral exploration activities, and the development, construction and operation of mines; 
• payment of profits to Queensland citizens that hold equity in businesses that directly and 

indirectly benefit from mineral exploration activities, and the development, construction and 
operation of mines; and 

• net taxes on production and imports generated directly and indirectly by mineral exploration 
activities, and the development, construction and operation of mines. 

https://www.resources.qld.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0009/1588185/kpmg-cei-economic-impact-study.pdf
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This option does not make it easier for emerging projects to get access to cheaper electricity 

to encourage project development. Some sort of subsidy or Queensland Government 

supplied infrastructure in key locations to enable and encourage project development.  

• How well does this option capture the pipeline of generation projects for the NWPS? 

With the high demand scenario and limited geographic coverage of existing options, this 

option is inadequate.  

Stakeholders are reporting that longer term growth options with current power costs (on and 

off the NWPS) are uneconomic. If companies can’t see a path to cheaper alternatives they 

will simply stop pursuing the longer term growth. This pathway cannot be based on individual 

smaller mining operations having to underwrite investment in renewable generation because 

it is uneconomic for many projects unless there is a flexible market so that new investment 

and capacity is shared efficiently. Mining and exploration companies in the NWMP and the 

Townsville to Mount Isa export supply chain would benefit if they had access to cheaper 

electricity like that available to other resource basins and industrial regions in Queensland 

and New South Wales. 

• Are there any concerns around the key inputs and assumptions? 

Yes – see additional risks identified above. Additionally, the increase in electricity costs likely 

with this option will cost the Queensland Government (taxpayers) more in subsidies for 

households and small business through the Uniform Tariff Policy. 

This option also doesn’t consider the carbon emissions of companies without access to the 

NWPS using diesel to generate electricity. The data to capture these emissions can be found 

here.  

 

Option 2 – CopperString NEM connection 

Option 2 delivers on the Queensland Government commitment to provide an affordable, secure, 

reliable and sustainable supply of electricity to Queenslanders.  

The development cost modelled for Option 2 is the highest of all options. However, through 

researching material for this submission is difficult to verify the modelled costs for all the Options. 

One of the issues raised in this option is regarding the transmission charges for major industrial 

customers increasing if renewable generation is sent from west to east. This is possibly because the 

NEM allocates network charges on those using the infrastructure and power flows. There may be an 

increase in network costs for the customer, but if the renewables are flowing in such a way to 

generate these charges, then this cost will possibly be offset by the significantly reduced usage cost 

of renewable energy. One of the benefits of CopperString is the access and distribution of renewable 

energy to local users and the NEM and will therefore benefit all Queensland customers. Customers 

and renewable energy generators should be encouraged to develop in the region. 

http://www.npi.gov.au/npidata/action/load/summary-result/criteria/subthreshold-data/Yes/substance-name/All/destination/ALL/industry-source/B/source-type/INDUSTRY/year/2020
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The Queensland Government could consider the allocation of costs, and the appropriate contribution 

from government, to ensure policy objectives for economic development in North and North West 

Queensland and attracting renewable energy projects are met. 

OPTION 2 FOCUS QUESTIONS 

• Does this option deliver affordable, secure, reliable, and sustainable electricity supply 
in an equitable, practical, and cost-effective manner? 

Yes. Option 2 can be executed more quickly and with greater certainty. Time and security are 

difficult to get in a project. If this option was committed to, there would be significantly more 

resource and renewable projects committed in the region.  

• Are there any concerns around key inputs and assumptions? 

Yes - the assumption around transmission charges for major industrial customers increasing 

if renewable generation is sent from west to east should be investigated further. It is noted 

that under this Option the State has the ability to allocate network charges to beneficiaries 

who are energy users in the NWMP. Energy users on the east coast and the State and 

Federal Governments benefit through the increased economic activity. 

• Are there any risks or gaps to raise with Government? 

Yes – this option does not consider the broader economic benefits considered in Option 3. 

The broader economic benefits are the same for both Option 2 and 3. The CRIS does not 

consider the benefits to the wider mining and business activity across the whole corridor.  

Ignoring the wider economic benefits understates the value of this option and potentially 

Option 3 provided it takes the same open approach to access and also additional features like 

community use capacity installed. 

 

Option 3 – Modifying the AER Regulatory Framework RIT—T (NEM connection) 

Option 3 also delivers the Queensland Government commitment to provide an affordable, secure, 

reliable and sustainable supply of electricity to Queenslanders, but will take longer due to the rule 

changes required and at risk of not happening at all if it isn’t endorsed by external bodies. 

This option has the advantage of costing less according to the CRIS (in contributions over the project 

life) than Option 2, but the increased delay and uncertainty in the long run may make this option 

actually more expensive. As noted in Option 2, verifying the modelled costs has been difficult. 

Theoretically and superficially, fitting in with existing frameworks seems preferable but the risks will 

potentially cost more in the long run. 

 

OPTION 3 FOCUS QUESTIONS 

• Does this option deliver affordable, secure, reliable, and sustainable electricity supply 
in an equitable, practical, and cost-effective manner? 

Yes. However it will take longer and with increased uncertainty with the possibility of not being 

approved at all.  
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• Should wider economic benefits of a project be considered in the RIT-T? 

Yes. This problem/solution is much bigger than the immediate customers. The case for this is 

similar to any sort of Common User Infrastructure. The economic multiplier benefits for 

infrastructure like this needs to be considered. There is increased interest in undertaking 

more mineral ‘value adding’ activities in Queensland. This will be uneconomic in the NWMP 

with the current electricity prices and accessibility.  

• Are there any concerns around the key inputs and assumptions? 

Yes - the assumption around transmission charges for major industrial customers increasing if 

renewable generation is sent from west to east mentioned in Option 2 should also added to 

Option 3. 

• Are there any risks or gaps to raise with Government? 

The time delay and uncertainly around this option would slow down investment decisions and 

feasibility studies for resource and renewable projects in the region. Even existing suppliers 

would be impacted by this option. The potential renewable options being proposed may be 

delayed due to this infrastructure uncertainty.  

 

Addressing CRIS Questions 

QUESTIONS FROM THE CRIS 

A.  What is the evidence of inefficiently high electricity prices in the NWMP? Are there enduring 

barriers (or market failures) to efficient electricity prices for industrial customers in the 

NWMP? 

• Does the difference in the delivered price of electricity between NWMP and NEM 
connected customers indicate a market failure that requires Government 
intervention to address? 

Describing the situation as inefficient is challenging. Currently there is one provider in the region that 

was appointed by competitive tender. This does not stop other providers from working directly with 

individual companies to provide electricity. That said, there isn’t much of this activity occurring so the 

market barrier is possibly the capital costs of setting up alternative electricity options. There are 

indications from some stakeholders that some pricing discussions have been more productive 

recently, due to the potential emergence of alternative energy sources.  

The current arrangement was suitable for a point in time, but the region and the opportunities have 

evolved. Due to the opportunity growth in the NWMP and export market demand for minerals in the 

region it has become clear that energy alternatives are required to help existing projects continue 

operations and expand and to allow new projects to develop. 

The NWMP is at a significant disadvantage to all other major mining regions in Queensland and 

eastern Australia all of which have access to the NEM. The National Electricity Objective (NEO), the 

guiding influence of the NEM, is to “provide secure reliable and affordable electricity for users”. There 
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is no prioritisation given to generators in the NEO and the market is set up to ensure competition for 

generation to support users.  

 

B.  How can the Queensland Government facilitate an affordable, secure, reliable and 

sustainable supply of electricity in the NWMP? What are the feasible options that best 

address the issue, while considering: 

• Equity (does the option fairly distribute costs, benefits and risks between different 
stakeholder groups, including electricity customers and taxpayers?). 

• Cost-effectiveness (does the option improve electricity price outcomes for 
customers, and by how much and at what cost?). 

• Practicality (can the option be implemented and is it robust to changing demand 
and technology developments?). 

The current supply options for mineral production in the NWMP is inequitable, not cost effective and 

for some customers, impractical. To have the smarter next generation mines to supply New Economy 

Minerals, we need basic electricity infrastructure and market structures to decarbonise and reduce 

energy costs. 

Currently, if an operation does not have access to NWPS, they use diesel generators. One 

stakeholder advised that the average cost of this is $270/MWh compared to customers with existing 

access to the NWPS quoted at $140/MWh in the CRIS. Getting electricity at this price or lower would 

lower the cut-off grade for mines and increases the resource base. This would have the flow on 

impact of allowing companies to expand milling operations which generate additional savings, which 

would again lower the cut off grade.  

It isn’t difficult to imagine that almost halving the cost of one of the biggest costs on the balance sheet 

for a mining project would be transformational for the industry. 

 

C. Is a physical transmission connection to the NEM required for the NWMP? 

• The contribution the NWMP should make to the connection. 

• The contribution the rest of Queensland should make to the connection. 

AMEC members did not have an opinion about this question. Although, if there wasn’t a physical 

connection then the NEM would not have transmission line access to the renewable energy 

generated in the region. 

D. What else the Government should consider? 

Stakeholders in the region are concerned about diversity of supply and suppliers and the time of day 

the electrons are available. Overwhelming response was that any connection to the NEM would be an 

improvement on the current option but the main desires is for reduced electricity costs. 

Also the potential for members (and the businesses and communities) along the CopperString 

corridor to get access to the transmission network and for Ergon to strengthen its distribution network 

needs to be considered by the State.  
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The do nothing, Business As Usual (Option 1) or potential regulatory amendments (Option 3) with a 

time delay are less viable options to maximise mining and exploration companies’ investment into 

Queensland. The CopperString NEM Connection will enable investment decisions to be considered 

with greater certainty in the development opportunities in North and North West Queensland.  

 

For further information contact: 

Kate Dickson 

Level 6, 307 Queen Street 

Brisbane 4000 

0455 743 329 


